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Abstract
Code-mixing is a linguistic phenomenon
where multiple languages are used in the
same occurrence that is increasingly common in multilingual societies. Codemixed content on social media is also
on the rise, prompting the need for tools
to automatically understand such content. Automatic Parts-of-Speech (POS)
tagging is an essential step in any Natural Language Processing (NLP) pipeline,
but there is a lack of annotated data
to train such models.
In this work,
we present a unique language tagged
and POS-tagged dataset of code-mixed
English-Hindi tweets related to five incidents in India that led to a lot of Twitter activity. Our dataset is unique in two
dimensions: (i) it is larger than previous
annotated datasets and (ii) it closely resembles typical real-world tweets. Additionally, we present a POS tagging model
that is trained on this dataset to provide an
example of how this dataset can be used.
The model also shows the efficacy of our
dataset in enabling the creation of codemixed social media POS taggers.

1

Introduction

With the rise of Web 2.0, the volume of text on
Online Social Networks (OSN) has grown. Bilingual or trilingual social media users have thus
contributed to a multilingual corpus containing a
combination of formal and informal posts. Codeswitching or code-mixing1 occurs when ”lexical
items and grammatical features from two languages appear in one sentence” (Muysken, 2000).
1
Both the terms ”code-mixing” and ”code-switching” are
used interchangeably by many researchers

It is frequently seen in multilingual communities and is of interest to linguists due to its complex relationship with societal factors. Past research has looked at multiple dimensions of this
behaviour, such as it’s relationship to emotion expression (Rudra et al., 2016) and identity. But research efforts are often hindered by the lack of automated Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools
to analyze massive amounts of code-mixed data
(Bali et al., 2014). POS tags are used as features
for downstream NLP tasks and past research has
investigated how to obtain accurate POS tags for
noisy OSN data. POS tagging for Code-mixed social media data has also been investigated (Gimpel
et al., 2011), however, existing datasets are either
hard to obtain or lacking in comprehensiveness.
In this work, we present a language and POStagged Hindi-English (Hi-En from now on) dataset
of 1,489 tweets (33,010 tokens) that closely resembles the topical mode of communication on
Twitter. Our dataset is more extensive than any existing code-mixed POS tagged dataset and is rich
in Twitter specific tokens such as hashtags and
mentions, as well as topical and situational information. We make the entire dataset and our POS
tagging model available publicly2 .

2

Related Work

POS tagging is an important stage of an NLP
pipeline (Cutting et al., 1992) and has been explored extensively (Toutanova et al., 2003a; Gimpel et al., 2011; Owoputi et al., 2013). However, these models perform poorly on textual content generated on OSNs, including and specially
tweets (Ritter et al., 2011). This is due to subtle
variations in text generated on OSNs from written and spoken text, such as slack grammatical
structure, spelling variations and ad-hoc abbrevi2

http://precog.iiitd.edu.in/resources.html

3.1

Data Collection and Selection

We first select a set of candidate hashtags related
to the five incidents. Using Twitter’s streaming
API, we collect tweets which contain at least one
of these hashtags. For each incident, we collect
tweets over a period of 14 days from the day of
the incident, collecting 1,210,543 tweets in all.

Figure 1: The dataset creation pipeline.

ations. An elaborate discussion on the differences
between tweets and traditional textual content has
been done by Ritter et al. (2011).
In addition to the variations between OSN and
traditional textual content, code-mixing adds another layer of difficulty (Bali et al., 2014). To
bypass these differences, POS taggers have been
trained on Hi-En code-mixed posts generated on
Facebook (Vyas et al., 2014; Sharma et al., 2016),
however, the datasets used for training the models
are not available for further experimentation and
benchmarking. Only one public dataset of En-Hi
code-mixed Twitter posts annotated for POS tags
exists (Jamatia and Das, 2016), which comprises
of 1,096 tweets (17,311 tokens)3 . The dataset proposed in this paper is Twitter specific, larger than
existing datasets (1,489 tweets, 33,010 tokens) and
is event-driven.

3

Dataset Creation

In this section we discuss our data collection
methodology and our annotation process. Our data
comprises of tweets related to five events, which
are (i) the attack by insurgents in the Uri region of
Kashmir, India4 , (ii) the Supreme Court ruling that
declared Triple Talaq unconstitutional5 , (iii) the
Indian banknote demonetization6 , (iv) the Taimur
Ali Khan name controversy7 and (v) the surgical
strike carried out by the Indian Army in Pakistan.8
3

This dataset also comprises of 772 Facebook posts and
762 WhatsApp messages
4
https://reut.rs/2HhBQPg
5
https://reut.rs/2JDecet
6
https://reut.rs/2GVKEep
7
https://bbc.in/2IMPd6Y
8
https://reut.rs/2EHQZ7g

Previous work has noted that code mixed content forms a fraction of tweets generated, even
in multilingual societies (Rudra et al., 2016). To
have a high proportion of code mixed tweets in our
dataset, we run the language identification model
by Sharma et al. (2016) on the tweets and select
those which meet all of the following criterion : (i)
contains least three Hindi tokens, (ii) contains at
least three English tokens, (iii) contains at least 2
contiguous Hindi tokens and (iv) contains at least
2 contiguous English tokens. After this filtering,
we are left with 98,867 tweets.
We manually inspect 100 randomly sampled
tweets and find that many named entities (NEs)
such as ‘Kashmir’, ‘Taimur’ and ‘Modi’ are identified as Hindi. Since manual correction of so
many tweets would be difficult, and the problem
of misidentifying the language tag of NEs would
persist in real life, we include these in our dataset.
This misclassification explains the presence of English tweets in our dataset. From the filtered
set, we randomly sample 1500 tweets for manual
annotation of language and POS. Some of these
tweets contain a high number of foreign words
(not belonging to English or Hindi). We manually remove such tweets during the annotation process. We maintain the structure of the tweet as it is,
and do not split it into multiple sentences. Finally,
we tokenize the tweets using twokenizer (Owoputi
et al., 2013), which yields 33010 tokens in all.
3.2

Data Annotation

Two bilingual speakers fluent in English and Hindi
(one of whom is a linguist) annotate each tweet
at the token level for its language and POS. The
tags generated by the Language Identifier used for
filtering earlier are stripped off. We find that the
Language Identifier correctly labeled 82.1% of the
tokens, with most misclassification being due to
NEs. We note that misclassifications also occur at
the boundaries between the Hindi and English part
of tweets.

Language

Tweets

Code-mixed
English
Hindi

1077 (72.33 %)
343 (23.04 %)
69 (4.63 %)

Total

1489

Table 1: Language distribution of tweets. Presence of monolingual tweets is due to errors in the
output of the language detection model.

Figure 2: A randomly selected code-mixed tweet
from our dataset. The three columns represent the
original token, the language tag and the POS tag.
3.2.1

Language Annotation

We use annotation guidelines followed by Bali
et al. (2014). Each token is assigned either hi, en
or rest. All NEs, Twitter specific tokens (Hashtags
and Mentions), acronyms, symbols, words not belonging to Hindi or English, and sub-lexically
code-mixed tokens are marked as rest. Table 1
and 2 describe the language distribution of our
data on a tweet level and token level respectively.
Language annotation has a high inter-annotator
agreement of 0.97 (Cohen’s κ).
3.2.2

Part Of Speech Annotation

Since we look at two different languages, we follow the universal POS set proposed by Petrov
et al. (2011) which attempts to cover POS tags
across all languages. We reproduce the universal POS set with some alterations, which are (i)
We use PROPN to annotate proper nouns. We do
this to enable further research with this dataset by
exploring named entity recognition (NER) which
benefits from explicitly labeled proper nouns.
All other nouns are tagged as NOUN. (ii) We
use PART NEG to annotate Negative Particles.
PART NEG aids in sentiment detection where the
presence of a negation word denotes the flipping
of sentiment. All other particles are tagged as
PART. (iii) We use PRON WH to annotate interrogative pronouns (like where, why, etc.) This
shall help in building systems for question detection, another important NLP task. All other pronouns are tagged as PRON.
In the universal set X is used to denote for-

Language

All Tweets

Code-mixed Tweets

English
Hindi
Rest

12589 (38.14 %)
9882 (29.94 %)
10539 (31.93 %)

7954 (32.64)
9093 (37.31)
7323 (30.05)

Total

33010

24370

Table 2: Language distribution of tokens. We observe a fairly balanced spread across the classes.
eign words, typos, abbreviations. We also include punctuation under this category. Additionally Twitter-specific tokens hashtags and mentions
are also included under X. While (Gimpel et al.,
2011) use finer categories for Twitter-specific tokens, we neglect to do so since these tokens can
be detected using rule-based features and would
artificially boost a POS tagger’s accuracy. Figure
2 provides an example of a tweet, and it’s corresponding language and POS tag annotation. Interannotator agreement for POS tagging was 0.88
(Cohen’s κ), all differences were resolved through
discussion.
3.3

Data Statistics

Table 3 summarizes the distribution of POS tags
in our dataset. We see that there is indeed a high
fraction of NEs and that on average, there are 1.84
NEs per tweet. The presence of NEs is confirmed
in previous research that event-driven Twitter activity has significant NE content (De Choudhury
et al., 2012). We also see a significant amount (421
occurrences) of interrogative pronouns, which in
conjunction with 258 occurrences of the ‘?’ symbol signals the presences of inquiries.

4

Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate how our POStagged dataset can be used, by building and evaluating an automatic POS tagging model. We
present a set of hand-crafted features using which

POS

All tweets

Code Mixed tweets

POS

POSbase

POSbase+

POSCRF

POSLSTM

NOUN
PROPN
VERB
ADJ
ADV
DET
ADP
PRON
PRON WH
PART
PART NEG
NUM
CONJ
X

5043 (14.618 %)
2737 (7.934 %)
5984 (17.346 %)
1548 (4.487 %)
1021 (2.96 %)
1141 (3.307 %)
2982 (8.644 %)
1456 (4.221 %)
421 (1.22 %)
1428 (4.139 %)
468 (1.357 %)
391 (1.133 %)
809 (2.345 %)
7581 (21.975 %)

3844 (15.773 %)
1634 (6.705 %)
4566 (18.736 %)
1116 (4.579 %)
816 (3.348 %)
778 (3.192 %)
2229 (9.146 %)
1095 (4.493 %)
325 (1.334 %)
1122 (4.604 %)
399 (1.637 %)
309 (1.268 %)
564 (2.314 %)
5573 (22.868 %)

NOUN
PROPN
VERB
ADJ
ADV
DET
ADP
PRON
PRON WH
PART
PART NEG
NUM
CONJ
X

72.37
81.58
82.97
70.68
79.26
93.00
92.92
87.57
92.81
78.04
98.27
87.32
93.55
76.11

75.95
81.68
79.48
69.94
79.89
95.22
94.14
90.91
93.51
79.93
98.27
87.32
93.81
94.86

84.08
92.22
87.84
74.92
82.47
90.50
93.75
89.22
95.60
78.37
98.27
90.54
93.59
98.80

72.23
80.51
80.72
64.66
65.92
88.69
83.75
83.75
92.72
73.23
97.14
85.51
89.23
94.51

Total

33010

24370

Total

80.77

85.64

90.20

82.51

Table 3: Class wise Part of Speech tag distribution
in all Tweets and Code Mixed tweets

Table 4: Class wise F1 score (percentage) of different models on the validation set.

our models learn to predict the POS tag of a token. We compare the performance of our models
with two naive baselines, POSbase and POSbase+ .
POSbase assigns the most frequent POS tag to a
token, as seen in the training data. POSbase+ also
does the same, but considers the language of the
token as well.
For our experiments, we hold out 20% of the
data as a validation set. We perform five-fold
cross-validation on the remaining 80% for parameter tuning, and report the performance of our
models on the validation set in Table 4.

to lowercase (Tnorm ) generates three different features, (ii) the language tag of T , (iii) length of T ,
(iv) Fraction of ASCII characters in T , (v) affixes
of length 1 to 3, padded with whitespace if needed,
(vi) a binary feature indicating whether T is titlecased, (vii) a binary feature indicating whether T
has any upper case character, (viii) a binary feature indicating whether there is a non alphabetic
character in T and (ix) a binary feature indicating
whether all characters in T are uppercase.
To prevent overfitting we add a dropout of 0.5
after every layer (for the LSTM model), and L1
and L2 regularization (both models). We perform
grid search with 5-fold cross validation to find the
optimal values for these parameters.
We supplement the models with a list of rules to
detect Twitter specific tokens (such as Hashtags,
Mentions, etc.) and Numerals. We follow an approach along the lines of (Ritter et al., 2011) and
use regular expressions to make a set of rules for
detecting such tokens. Since these are trivial to
detect, we omit these tokens while evaluating the
performance of the model.

4.1

Model and Features

We attempt to model POS tagging as a sequence labeling task using Conditional Random
Field (CRF) and LSTM Recurrent Neural Networks. Previous research has validated the use
of CRFs (Toutanova et al., 2003b; Choi et al.,
2005; Peng and McCallum, 2006) and LSTM
RNNs (Ghosh et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2015)
for POS tagging and other sequence labeling NLP
tasks.
Our LSTM model has two recurrent layers comprising of 32 bidirectional LSTM cells each. The
output of the second layer at each timestep is connected to a softmax layer, used to perform classification over the set of POS tags. Our CRF model
is a standard CRF model as proposed by (Lafferty
et al., 2001).
We use the following as features for our classifier : (i) The current token T , T after stripping
all characters which are not in the Roman alphabet (Tclean ), and converting all characters in Tclean

4.2

Results and Error Analysis

Our best model is POSCRF , which achieves an
overall F1 score of 90.20% (Table 4). Using the
same feature set without language tags led to a
slight decrease in F1 score (88.64%). Decrease
in POS tagging performance due to language tags
is corroborated in previous literature (Vyas et al.,
2014). The POSLSTM model performs poorly (F1
score of 82.51%). We notice that despite using
regularization, the model starts overfitting very

quickly.
The performance of our POS tagging models
across all POS tag categories is shown in Table 4.
We find that our POS tagger performs poorest in
detecting Hindi adjectives since Hindi has a more
relaxed grammatical structure where an adjective
may precede as well as follow a noun, e.g.
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